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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The development of pressure vessels for use in solid fuel motor cases
had reached a state in 1960 wherein further progress was restricted
by the lack of suitable high strength materials and limitations in
methods of fabrication. Though the potentially high strength-to-weight
ratio of fiber reinforced cases was recognized, the use of metallic
cases offered certain advantages peculiar to metals alone. The appli-
cation of metal wire or tape reinforcement in pressure vessels dates
back at least a century. High tensile steel wire has been used as
the banding material on certain rifles and guns, as well as on other
hollow bodies. With the possible exception of one recent investigation,
no attempt has been made to utilize the transverse strength of wire
or tape to support the axial stress in cylindrical pressure vessels.
Previously vessels had been reinforced with wound profile strip which
was shrunk onto the vessel (while the strip was simultaneously quench-
ed to high strength), putting the cylindrical portion of the vessel
into compression Though the tape was contoured and interlocked, it
does not appear to support any of the axial load. The Curtiss-Wright
proposed method provided a means whereby the transverse strength of
severely cold reduced tape was utilized. The method simultaneously
facilitated application of ultra high strength materials which might
otherwise be difficult or impossible to use.

The interlocking Titanium concept was an outgrowth of relatively
recent work carried out by the Wright Aeronautical Division of the
Curtiss-Wright Corporation on the development of the high strength
Titanium alloy B12OVCA. In sheet form, this alloy is heat treatable
to a yield strength of 180,000 psi, with a strength-to-weight ratio
higher than that of the best ferrous materials used in rocket motor
casings. Unfortunately, this alloy is difficult to weld and even a
successful weld cannot be heat treated to maximnm strength because the
aging response of base material and weldment differ considerably. It
was observed that this alloy, similar to most precipitation hardened
alloys, benefits considerably as a result of severe cold work prior to
aging. In this maner, the strength of B120VCA was increased to
300,000 psi, a strength which if fully utilized in a pressure vessel
would result in a strength-to-density ratio of about 1.7 x 106.

The objective of the subject contract consisted of developing the
fabrication, tooling, and metallurgical procedures for the fabrica-
tion of sub-scale pressure vessels utilizing the interlocking tape
wrapped method of construction for attaining high strength-to-density
ratios.

1
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1.0 INRODUCTION (Continued)
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2.0 SUMMARY

2.1 Phase I

During the Phase I contract, the Wright Aeronautical Division of'
Curtiss-Wright Corporation pursued the work program aimed at demon-
strating~the feasibility of fabricating interlocked Titanium wound
pressure vessels from the material and experimental manufacturiyg,. "I
standpoint utilizing an original design concept. -Thepraiias
directed toward the fabrication of 6" diameter hydrotest vessels.

The original design consisted of three layers of spirally wound con-
toured Titanium tape which interlocked g. The tape was
wound on end adapters into which pistons could be inserted so that
the cylinder could be pressurized (. The three layer
structure consisted of an I-beam shaped tape separating two layers of
channel shaped tape. The interlock was obtained by inserting the
butted legs of the adjacent winds of the channel shaped tape into the
I-beam shaped tape with an interference fit. The wires maintained
the interlock through designing the tangent of the angle on the wires
to be less than the coefficient of friction for B120VCA TitaniumJ

The stresses present in a cylindrical pressure vessel are two times
as great in the hoop direction as they are in the axial direction.
By using the interlocking tape concept, a portion of the material
stressed in the axial direction is eliminated so that the remaining
material is stressed to the same degree as the material in the hoop
direction. This type of design predicts cylindrical vessels with
efficiencies approaching that of spherical methods of construction.

The design includes an end adapter which was successively stepped
for the three (3) layers of tape and provides for pinning or staking
of each wire to the adapter to prevent unwinding (Figure 3). In
addition, a coating was provided for the internal surface so that the
vessel could be pressurized without seapage into the windings. The
projected weight savings of the cylindrical portion as compared to a
solid wall steel vessel of 200,000 psi uniaxial yield strength, was
50% (Figure 4).

The original wire design was fabricated from round wire through the
use of a Turks Head mill (Figure 5). Satisfactory shapes of both
the channel and I-beam were fabricated in 100 ft. lengths. The ex-
ternal tape dimensions were obtained by micrometer measurements.
However, the internal dimensions required destructive analysis.
This limited the internal inspections to the start and finish of each
100 ft. length. The internal dimensions were obtained by sectioning
the wire and projecting it at 50 magnifications (Figure 6).

3
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2.1 Phase I (Continued)

The heat treatments for both the channel and I-beam tapes were op-
timized to produce a minimum 250,000 psi yield strength (Figure 7, 8,
and 9). In addition, the mechanical property in both the smooth and
notched condition was established for temperatures as low as -320°F
(Figure 10). The coefficient of friction of B120VCA Titanium was
established experimentally as between .270 and .348.

Twisting and bowing of the tapes after the final Turks Heading opera-
tion was found to cause difficulty during subsequent wrapping. This
difficulty was eliminated through the use of specially designed spools
onto which the tape was wrapped and subsequently vacuum heat treated.
Materials for the vessel liner were evaluated, and a vinyl coating was
selected as being the optimum from the standpoint of adherence, re-
sistance to cracking or flaking, and adequate ductility with low
modulus

The fabrication equipment for the sub-scale vessels was accomplished
through the conversion of a lathe (Figure l±). The wrapping apparatus
consisted of a collapsible mandrel (Figure 12) onto which the three
layers of tape are wound. The interlocking of the wires during
assembly was accomplished by three equally spaced pneumatically load-
ed rollers capable of applying a radial force of 2500 lbs. on the tape
(Figure 13) The helix of the wrap was obtained through the use of
gage blocks and sine bar devices mounted at the end of the mandrel
shaft, A spring loaded guide pushed the tape axially at the point of
tangency with the mandrel to insure that adjacent wraps were butted.

Two 6" diameter pressure vessels were fabricated using the tape,
tooling, and fabrication method developed in Phase I(Figure 14).
The wrapping of the first vessel revealed that the maximum radial
force of 2500 lbs. was sufficient to plastically deform the tape. The
second layer was removed and, using new tape, rewound under a radial
force of 1350 lbs. which was found to be satisfactory. The third
layer of tape was applied using a force of approximately 1300 lbs.
The vessel was successfully wrapped in all areas except the adapter
to mandrel transition, where a step occurred. After extraction of the
collapsible mandrel, the profile of the tape showed a saw tooth effect
indicating the interlock had been partially disengaged as a result of
the removal of the mandrel.

The second vessel was wrapped in a similar manner as the first vessel
with minor corrections to the tooling and modifications to the radially
applied assembly loading. After completion of the wrapping, the col-
lapsible arbor was removed with little difficulty. The vessel diameter
was approximately 0.020" smaller at the center than at the adapter ends.

4
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2.1 Phase I (Continued)

The outer diameter remained smooth but the inner surface was slightly
saw toothed in a manner similar to vessel No. 1.

The vessel was assembled with pistons and pressurized. The vessel
leaked at 30 psi as a result of a separation of the tape at the
cylinder-to-adapter interface. This area was repaired with the use
of an inner and outer molded shell in order to re-hydrotest. The
second hydrotest resulted in separation of the tape in the cylindrical
section remote from the end adapters. From the examination of the
vessel, it was concluded that the interlock was insufficient to pre-
vent the tapes from disengaging during hydrotesting.

2.2 Phase II

Analysis of the failed vessels from Phase I indicated that additional
surface contact was required between the I-beam and channels to in-
sure interlock. The redesign consisted of increasing the height of
the I-beam and channel legs to twice their original value (Figure 15).
In addition to the redesign, several other areas of investigation
appeared to be required. These other areas to be investigated in-
cluded a continuous method for the inspection of the wire to insure
uniform quality. Alternate designs were also considered to insure the
interlock of the tapes. The effect of these alternate designs on the
structure strength and weight were to be investigated through the use
of structural and interference rigs. Since the design concept is
based on the coefficient of friction of Titanium. which establishes
the angles on the tape legs, further work on the effect of surface
finish, surface contamination, and load on coefficient of friction
was performed. Theoretical analyses were also run to establish the
effect of the curvature of the wire over the 6 inch mandrel on the
dimensions of the wire,

The inspection procedures investigated in Phase I were reviewed with
respect to the most feasible methods of continuously inspecting the
wires. The air gage method or optical comparator method appeared to
be -the most practical. The optical comparator method was developed
through the use of a special light source and special tooling to
provide a continuous inspection method at 62"- maghifications with the
use of comparator charts (Figire 16). The process resulted in ex-
cellent results for the internal dimensions of the tape and in com-
bination with the micrometer method developed in Phase I, provided the
required continuous inspection method for the tapes.

Numerous alternate designs were investigated for increasing the re-
liability of the interlock of the tape construction. These designs
included welding, brazing, adhesives, explosive forming, soft metal

5
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2.2 Phase II (Continued)

shims, and present design with increased tolerance and decreased
angles (Figure 17). The decreased angles on the tape legs and the
use of a shim between the channels appeared to be the most feasible,
and these alternates were included in a 10 times size interference
rig evaluation.

As previously noted, the results of the analysis of the sub-scale
vessels indicated that additional interlock was necessary between
the layers of tape. It was also felt that the disengagement of the
wires could have been attributed to a lower coefficient of friction
than established during Phase I. Rig testing of actual tapes with
various surface finishes and. degrees of surface contamination under
varying loads was performed during Phase II. These tests showed that
increasing loads decreased the coefficient of friction and that small
amounts of surface contamination reduced the coefficient of friction
below the required value based on the original design (Figure 18).
It was also established that, when the coefficient of friction was
greater thar the desired magnitude (that established during Phase I),
the wires actually welded together, The results of this analysis
were incorporated into the interference rig by the use of vapor blast-
ing to prepare the surfaces and through the decreased angle test. It
should be noted that a lower coefficient of friction reduces the angle
on the tape legs and makes the tolerances more critical and smaller.

The interference rig consisted of two, 10 times size channels and half
of an I-beam. Interference could be varied through the use of bolts
and load cell washers in the I-beam portion of the rig (Figure 19).
The rig utilized the or.2_n.. 120 angle on the legs and the redesigned
twice height legs. The test showed that interlocking was not accom-
plished until the mating surfaces picked up and galled. Even though
the contact surfaces were increased by the redesign, the failures
were similar to those experienced during the testing of the vessels
in Phase I.

The analysis of the failed rig indicated that the coefficient of
friction between Titanium and Titanium was less than the design values
of .3 to .5 assumed and experimentally determined. Since the required
coefficient of friction must be greater than .213 which is the tangent
of the 120 angle, it was felt that surface contamination such as
oxidation, slight misaliganent, or a decrease in the coefficient of
friction due to an increase in load were the factors affecting the
performance of the rig.

Other programs were undertaken in conjunction with the redesi3ned ire.
These programs included methods of fabrication, the ductility of
Titanium tape and the Titanium sheet metal which would be used in the

6
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2.2 Phase II (Continued)

10 times size rigs, and the effect of the wrapping on a 6" diameter
on the dimensions of the wires.

Attempts to fabricate the increased height leg channel and I-beam
wires by the process developed during Phase I proved unsuccessful.
The inside surfaces of the legs were incompletely filled due to in-
sufficient material (Figure 20). Various modifications to the roller
design were attempted but proved unsuccessful due to the pulling down
of material at the internal surfaces during the rolling operation.
The solution appeared to be to form the legs during early rolling
passes to a height greater than the finished dimension, and then in
the final pass collect the metal in order to fill the leg cavity.
This method was attempted but proved unsatisfactory due to excessive
loads on the tongue of the rollers. Hard rollers failed by shearing
of the corners of the roll tongues, and the softer rollers failed by
flowing of the material in the same area.

Alternate methods of fabrication were investigated. These methods in-
cluded the Turks Heading operation for performing the shape and ob-
tainine the final dimension through die drawing. Other methods in-
vestigated included alternate methods of rolling, drawing, machining,
and chemical milling.

The use of dies proved unsuccessful due to insufficient die life
because of the lack of a suitable lubricant for the B120VCA material.
The chemical milling and machining procedures would not produce the
required tolerances. An experimental rolling of the redesigned wires
proved successful in that the experiments showed that the required
dimensions and tolerances could be obtained. Fixed priced orders
were placed for quantities of tape sufficient to fabricate sub-scale
vessels. However, these orders were terminated due to insufficient
time to complete by the end of the contract and the results of the
rig tests which indicated further redesign.

Metallurgical investigations were undertaken to establish the duct-
ility of the Titanium material in both the tape and sheet metal forms
for both the heat treated and annealed condition (Figure 21). This
testing was required in order to establish the feasibility of in-
creasing the tolerances for the interference fit of the channel and
I-beam tapes and to establish whether the interference rig would have
sufficient ductility. Samples of cold rolled rectangular tape and
sheet material were fabricated with machined simulated wire shapes.
The dimensions were equal to the actual wires and to 10 times size,
simulating the interference rig. The results of these tests show
that the material has adequate ductility for the fabrication of vessels
and the evaluation of the interference and effect of interlocking in
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2.2 Phase II (Continued)

the 10 time size rig. Additional tests were run in both the smooth
and the notched condition to establish the strength and notch sensi-
tivity of the material.

Two significant results were obtalned from the material tests. The
notched to smooth ratio of one was obtained at approximately 170,000
psi tensile strength (Figure 22). At strengths greater than this,
the material became notch sensitive zo a degree directly proportional
to the increase in the ultimate tensile strength. Vacuum annealing
was used on one series of smooth tensile specimens fabricated from
the cold worked wire. The maximum room temperature strength was
obtained with an air anneal at 700°F (Figgre 23). As the annealing
pressure was decreased to a vacuum, of 10 Torr, the ultimate tensile
strength decreased. The results indicated that the strengthening of
the cold work tape was due to absorbed interstitial gases such as
oxygen, nitrogen, or hydrogen. The anneal at low pressures, outgasses
the material thereby eliminating the strengthening effect of the in-
terstitials. As the result of material testing, it was evident that
the full strength of the cold worked B120VCA Titanium could not be
used in the tape wrapped construction due to notch sensitivity which
would cause premature failure due to the stress raising effect of the
small internal radii.

The effect of the irmapping curvature on the dimensions of the wire
during assembly of sub-soale vessels and during inspection were
theoretically analyzed, The chancves in the dimensions of the tapes
were fouied to be siguificant for inch diameter curvatures (Table 1).
The wire shape used for sub-sca:le vessels was changed to compensate
for the distortior. However, in diameters greater than 12 inches,
such as contemplated. for full size hardware, the distortion is insig-
nificant and. compensation need not be made.

The ten times size structural rigs were fabricated from B120VCA
Titanium plate. These rigs were designed to establish the effect of
the various designs and alternate designs on the assembly and per-
fornmnce (Figuare 24). The rigs were instrumented with both strain
gages and photostress plastic. The analyses of the rigs with the
minimuum interference of .012" and with 3.20 angles showed that the
stress concentration of the internal radii of the I-beam exceeded the
tensile stre-ngth of the fully heat treated material (Table 2 and

.e 25). In the aimealed condition, the contact stresses were

sufficiently hig:h to plastic-lly dfor the material d-uring assembly
and reduce the interference so that failure occurred due to bending
upon application of the tensile load. (Figure 26). The failure during
assembly of the fully heat treated rig was due to the flexure of the
I-beam during the assembly of the first set of channels. This flexure

8
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2.2 Phase II (Continued)

has to be overcome in the assembly of the second set of channels, which
resulted in a greater than normal load during the assembly of the rig.
This adverse condition was compensated for by assembling the four
channel pieces simultaneously. This procedure resulted in a satis-
factory assembly of the fully heat treated specimens. The test re-
sults on the structural rig showed that the fully heat treated material
rig failed at an axial load of 16,200 pounds and that the annealed
material rig failed at 30,000 pounds axial load, The heat treated rig
failed through the I-beam while the annealed rig failed by flexure of
the channel and disengagement. The analyses of the strain gage and
photostress measurements taken during testing revealed that in both
cases the rig experienced flexure of the channels shortly after appli-
cation of load. This flexure indicated that the precompression of the
channels and the tension in the I-beam was not of the magnitude origin-
ally calculated or sufficient to eliminate flexure of the channel legs.
The hardened material failed due to the increase in the stress at the
internal radii of the I-beam while the soft rig failed due to the
precompression yielding of the contact surfaces.

A 90 angle rig failed during assembly due to non-uniform loading.
A 120 angle rig with .040" interference failed at approximately the
same load for the same reason.

The analysis of the rig results indicated that the cause for the pre-
mature failures was the increased stresses from non-uniform precom-
pression and stress concentrations. To substantiate this, a 90 rig
with .012" interference was reworked to relieve the outer corners of
the butted surfaces of the channel so that only the inner portion be-
low the gage points made contact. This rework would produce a maximum
condition of non-uniform stress during tensile testing. The rig con-
firmed the assumption and failure occurred at 7,600 pounds which was
approximately one-half the value obtained on the rig that had not been
relieved and one-fourth value of the other rig which had not been re-
lieved and fabricated from the annealed material.

Two additional rigs were assembled, utilizing brass shims between the
butted faces of the channels. One of the rigs was 90 and the other
was 120, and both the rigs were of .012" interference. The intent of
the brass shim was to uniformly distribute the stresses in the area of
compression, The stress calculations based on the photoelastic analyses
of the previous tests and the photoelastic analysis on the assembled
rig indicated that the failure load would be approximately 20,000 pounds.
Both rigs failed at 21,000 pounds, confirming the stress analysis
which had been modified for non-uniform load distribution at the areas
of precompression.

9
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2.2 Phase II (Continued)

The results of these rig tests were used to redesign the tape wrapped
structure to compensate for the non-uniform precompression and for
the notch sensitivity of the B120VCA Titanium. The redesign resulted
in a weight increase and a loss in efficiency of the structure (Figure
27).

Fabrication of this design is not contemplated since the weight re-
duction for the 250,000 psi Titanium tape construction is 9. when
compared to a monolithic design using the new maraging steel 18%
nickel.

10
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. The feasibility of fabricating sub-scale pressure vessels by the
tape wrap method was demonstrated on a converted lathe.

2, The fabrication of the I-beam and channel shaped tapes was
accomplished on the original design by the Turks Heading method,
and the feasibility of producing the tapes redesigned for in-
creased contact surface was demonstrated by rolling.

3. The structural testing of the increased contact surface design,
and alternate designs showed that the tape wrap concept was
feasible and that the structure required modification to compen-
sate for non-uniform precompression stress distribution, and for
the inhereiitly lower strength of B120VCA in the presence of stress
concentrations.

4. A compensated redesign using 250,000 psi Titanium tape was made
which would result in a structure having a weight 9.4j lighter
as compared to a monolithic case fabricated from the newly develop-
ed 300,000 psi maraging steels.

5. The coefficient of friction of B120VCA Titanium which is the con-
trollir design parameter of the Tape Wrap concept is significant-
ly effected by surface finish, load, and slight amounts of con-
taminetion.

(a) Increasing the surface roughness by vapor
blasting results in cold welding and increased
coefficients.

(b) Increasing the load decreases the coefficient
for Titanium.

(c) Contamination reduced the coefficient to a value
below that required by the design.

6. The strength of the B120VCA Titanium is greatly effected by cold
work, notches, and absorbed gases.

(a) Cold working can increase the tensile strength
of Titanium from 180,000 psi to greater than
250,000 psi,

(b) At the high strength levels, stress concentrations
(KT) of 5 and 10 can reduce the strength to 170,000
psi.

11
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS (Continued)

6. (c) The absorbed gases in the Titanium are a significant
factor in the strength and ductility obtained with
cold worked material.

12
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4.0 DISCUSSION

4.1 Alteriate _ gms

4.1.1 Redesisi of Shapes for Deeper Groove

The vessels fabricated during Phase I revealed that the interlock
between the tapes was not sufficient to withstand the loads imposed
during disassembly of the wrapping mandrel or during pressurization.
The disengagement of the tapes was evidenced by a stepped irregular
surface on both the inside and the outside of the vessels, The
analysis as to the cause of the disengagement concluded that one
or a combination of the following were contributory:

1 Low coefficient of friction between contact surfaces.

2, Distortion of the cross-section due to bending to the
radius of the mandrel,

3. Insufficient pressure or tension during wrapping.

4. Deviation of the cross-section dimensions from
specified tolerances.

4.1.1.1 Desij_

The original wire design was modified to increase the height of the
legs to ensure that sufficient contact existed between the layers
of the tape. The modification consisted of an increase in the height
of the legs in combination with compensating the thickness of the
I-beam web in order to result in the least increase in weight for
the same structure thickness. The modification provided for increas-
ed internal radii and also resulted in a larger entrance gap during
assembly precluding interference before engagement. The comparison
of the new design to the old design is shown in Figure 28.

4.1.1.2 Dimensional Chan e Dra appi and Inspection

During the fabrication of the sub-scale vessels, the wire is formed
over a 6"1 mandrel This curvature results in distortion of the
tapes which effects the angles and dimensions, In addition, the
inspection ethod developed during Phase II uses an optical com-
parator and measures the wire cross-section by passing a beam of
light tangent to the wire while it is bent to a diameter of 6". In
order to use this instrument effectively, a theoretical change in
the wire cross-section as a function of the radius must be establish-
ed This dimensional change would be used to compensate the observed
measurements of the tape shapes. Two variations of the wire cross-

13
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4.1.1.2 Dimensional Change During Wrapping and Inspection (Continued)

section were considered; one for the Phase I I-beam and channel and
the other for the deeper flanged Phase II design.

4.1.1.2.1 Method of Analysis

The analysis was divided into two parts; the change in section due
to Poisson's ratio and the change due to strain energy. The Poisson's
ratio analysis accounts for the changes in the wire cross-section due
to tensile and compressive bending stresses transmitted to the cross-
section by Poisson's effect. The total strain for any fiber in the
cross-section is given by:

in which

S= total strain (in.)

P = Poisson's ratio

yo = distance from neutral axis to the fiber (in.)

= original length of the fiber (in.)

and Ro = raaius of curvature of the neutral axis

In the strain energy analysis, the flanges of the channel or I-beam
tapes are assumed to rotate through the angle, (, such that at any
radius, R, the total strain energy in the wire is a minimum. The
assumptions made in the analysis were:

1. The flanges of the wire cross-section are considered
as rings subjected to uniform twisting moment about
the Z- axis (Figure 29). In addition, the rotated
flanges are subjected to bending along the length of
the wire due to curvature (Figure 30).

2. The web acts as a beam of unit width subjected to end
moments due to the rotation of the flanges (Figure 29).
In addition, the web is also subjected to bending along
the length of the wire (Figure 30).

For minimum strain energy, the following equation relating0, b,
h, d, t, and R (defined as shown in Figure 28) is obtained:
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4.1.1.2.1 Method of Analysis (Continued)

S A+B 3 t3R 6 + BR5 + 8R3) (2)

in which A =8h4  (4-TK3 - K + K-1)
9 dt

K= b

and B = 88977 t2

4.1.1.2.2 Results of the Analysis

The family of curves in Figure 31 shows the variation of the strains
A1,3 and A& for both the shallow (Phase I design) and deep wires
(Phase II design) with respect to the bend radius of the wire. In
all cases, the strains in the deep channel and "I" sections are
greater than those in the similar wires with shallow flanges. The
curves are asymptotic to the X- and Y- axis because the displacement
(,) is inversely proportional to the radius (R).

The family of curves in Figure 32 shows the rotation,,S, of the
flanges as a function of the bend radius, (R). At any constant radius
the rotations of the flanges vary directly as the depths of the flanges,
resulting in greater rotation for sections with greater depth. Also,
the rotation of the flanges varies inversely as the "stiffness" of
the web. Figure 33 shows the variation ofdd due to strain energy
as a function of the radius. The variation of total strain (4) due
to Poisson's ratio and strain energy are plotted against the radius
in Figures 34, 35, 36, and 

37.

Table 1 shows the change in the dimensions for the 6" sub-scale
vessel fabricated from both tape designs. It can be seen that with
the Phase I design the change in dimensions was significant, however,
it should not have effected the performance of the interlock to the
extent of disengagement at 50 psi. For larger vessels these dis-
tortions of dimensions are insignificant and can be neglected.

4.1.1.2.3 Redundant Forces and Moments in a Helical Coil

Since several designs were to be evaluated by structural testing of
simple uniaxial specimens, it was necessary to develop an IBM program
to design the actual wire shape to be used in biaxially loaded tape
wound pressure vessels. This was necessary since it was anticipated
that several designs of tape would result from the structural testing
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4.1.1.2.3 Redundant Forces and Moments in a Helical Coil (Continued)

and the availability of an IBM program would eliminate the necessity
of solving a series of simultaneous equations for each of the proposed
designs to establish the dimensions for the biaxial state of stress.

In order to evaluate the axial, bending and torsional stresses in the
wire when wound helically to any desired radius, an investigation was
made to determine theoretically the redundant forces and moments in
a helical coil of one turn subjected to uniformly distributed loads,
consisting of radial load (p), axial load (w) and circumferential
shear flow (q).

The method of the elastic center was used for the solution of this
highly redundant structure. The redundants were applied at the
elastic center of the helical coil which coincides with the center-
line of the coil. The displacements at the elastic center were ob-
tained using the Castigliano's theorem of the Differential Coefficient
of the Internal Work which states, "If the internal work of a frame
structure is expressed as a function of the external forces, the
resulting expression is such that its partial differential coefficients
give the relative displacements of their points of application". The
general equation is as follows:

~~~ .,',~~Az',.----.------(-CILI
in which, Q = the direction of the displacements or, in

other words, the direction of the redundants.

M = the moment due to the redundants and the
externally applied loads.

and subscripts r, x, t refer to radial, axial, and tangential direc-
tions, respectively.

The integration was performed for one turn between the limits of zero
to 27rV

Knowing the displacements (rotations and deflections) due to unit
redundant forces and the externally applied loads, a system of simul-
taneous equations are set up incorporating the unknown redundant moments
and forces. Solution of these moments and forces will determine the
stresses in the wire (Table 3).
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4.1.1.2.4 Derivation of Formulas

This section outlines the detailed derivation of formulas for the
solution of the redundant moments and forces in a helical coil of one
turn due to radial and axial loads and circumferential shear flow.
Fig. 38 shows a free body diagram of the coil with the loads and re-
dundants. All moment redundants are shown in vectors.

Nomenclature

X0, Y0 , Z, - Redundant forces at the elastic center in the
X, Y, . directions, respectively

Mo, My , Ma. - Redundant moments at the elastic center in the
X, Y, ; directions, respectively

- shear flow (lbs. per in.)

- uniform distributed radial load (lbs. per in.)

Ur- uniform distributed axial load (lbs. per in.)

- pitch of helical coil

- helix angle

- angle in plane normal to coil axis

R - radius of coil

MA, MA, Mk - moments atec- location in t, x, r directions,
respectively

T'- uniform distributed torque along circumference
(in.-lbs. per in.)

, O , ~ - angular rotations at the elastic center about the
x, y, z axis, respectively, due to unit redundants
in x, y, z direction, respectively.

S, yy, 612 - linear displacements at the elastic center about
the x, y, z axis, respectively, due to unit re-
dundants in x, y, z direction, respectively.

, ,&ya - angular rotations at the elastic center about X,
x, y axis,respectively, due to unit redundants in
y, z% z directions, respectively.

yXijtv Pb'e - linear displacements at the elastic center about
X, X, y axis, respectively, due to unit redundants
in Y, z, z directions, respectively.
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, xo, &y0 , -angular rotations at the elastic center aboutx, y) z axis, respectively, due to applied loads.

S, . , 6 - linear displacements at the elastic center about
x, y, z axis, respectively, due to applied loads.

IV,9 I',, J - moments of inertia aboup axial, radial and tangential
axis, respectively (in. ')

E, G - moduli of elasticity and rigidity, respectively

K - constant

Assumx tions

The following assumptions were made in the analysis:

a) Angular rotations about x, y, z axis, respectively, at elastic
center are zero, i.e., &x. = e.' =&z. = 0

b) Linear displacements in x, y, z directions, respectively, at
elastic center are zero; i.e., xw. = by. = 6.. = 0

c) The redundant forces and moments are in the plane which includes
the starting point of the helix coil for one turn; i.e.,,,(= 0.

d) Uniform distributed radial pressure, shear flow, axial load,
and circumferential torque.

e) Wire of unit width and uniform cross section.

The following are the moments ato(, R due to the redundants applied at
the elastic center of the helical coil. (Figs. 39 and 40)

Mot = +My.cos .' - M, sins. + XcR - (eocos. + Ysind,) Ro(tan y- (4)

M. = +MF. cosa + My. sin-K + (YocoSa- Zsi A ) R' ctan e (5)

MI4 = +MX. +zJisin o YoRcos A (6)

The moments at K, R due to the applied loads are given below (Figs. 41-

,.= 2 tosn (A sin qL+ cos A- _l) + ,R2 t an k(-cos A- 2sin4+-&)

+-urR2ftan2 , ( sin -. ccosg) + c( - sin 0+'7"R Sin-( (7)

= taR2n Y(sind-. cos) - 2 ,R2 tan V(A sin-A)Cos t

R2[tan 2 ,(sinA+cos o -1) +1 - cosC(

(1 - cosA) (8)
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MAX -(R - cos-() +R2 (o. sinik)
+wR2 tan 0,(cc -sinct) +,r RA tan .0 (9)

The rotational and translational displacements at the elastic centerfor unit redundant moments and forces are:

6xx 2 V K4(10)

y= 1rR (K2 + K3) (11)

ea= VR (K2 + K3) (12)

y = Oe nYx = 4x = 0 (13)

9y. = ay = 0 (14)

61X= 2 -rR 3 K2  (15)

&yy=11R3 { K4 + tan2 s&(K5K2 + K6K3) (16)

L.,=iTrR3 K4 + tan2 fo (K6K2 + K5K3) (17)

j = Sy)C --2 vR 3 K2 tan Y, (18)

&-= S. = 0 (19)

Sv= ay= r2R3 tan 25e#(K3-K2) (20)

In which

K2 = K3 K4 =I1 K5  2 , K6 =+ IT

The rotational and translational displacements at the elastic center

due to the applied loads are:

6x= -2,rR 3 K4P + 2ir 2 R3 K4y.+ 21PRK4wtang
cost&

+2 2R 2K47tan 0 (21)

6.= +r R3 tan (K2+3k 3 ) +-M2Rta n P(K2.K3
T-cos P

+17 2 R3 tan2V' (K2-K3)-w- (22)

9 "?2R 3 tan O (K2+K3)f + T R3 + I+ T

6Cos P- +7 tan y(K+3

-tan2 p(3K2+K3) + 8 -W+1R (K2+K3 7 (23)
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Stan K2 + 2 2R4 tanY2 + 27 2 R4 K2 w (24)
o= K_+ nvR4  (4

= o-R4  (K4+K7 tan2 W (K2+K3)f + 2R4 tan2 (7K2+K3 )

-7 2 R4 tanP (2K2tan 2 g(2K2tan 2*- (5K2+K 3 ) )uw-

. 2 R3 tan & (K2 -K 3 ) 1 (25)

4. = -2v2K 3R4 tan2P r +In R4 (tan 2p (K3K5-K2K8)-3K4Cosp

+ V R4 tan, (2K7 tan2 p -9)K 2 + (2 K7tan2 f6-3)K3 -6K4)u- (26)
2

+ T3 tan (22-3.s-3-4ir4)q
In which -T

K7 = 8 2  + 1 K8 = 872+ 11/2

The general load-deflection equations for determining the redundant
forces and moments at the elastic center of the helical coil with
external loads of radial distributed load#,, circumferential shear
flow , axial distributed loadur, and circumferential torque 7are:

&.MX. + +eyy XI l- M, + 0io (16)

&, M, + e, Myo + eM + o 0 (17)

+C +my* + 64 0 (18)

6X. + + 4S.+ 6= 0 (19)

gx. + Ayvy. + y'Zo+ A. 0 0 (20)

S1. + + S.°v Y + o (21)

When the redundant forces and moments are determined at the elastic
center, the stresses anywhere along the coil can be determined using
equilibrium equations. When the deflections at the elastic center
are not zero, then the load deflection equations are not set equal
to zero but to the known deflection.
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4.1.2 Alternate Methods of Interlocking

The present method of interlocking between layers is the interference
fit between the I-beam wire and the adjacent legs of the channel wire.
This interference fit places the adjacent legs of the channel wire
in precompression which prevents bending in the channel web. The
wires remain in place by maintaining the tangent of the angle of the
contact surfaces of the I-beam and channel less than the coefficient
of friction for the materials being mated.

The theoretical analysis of the frictional method of maintaining
interlock performed during Phase I showed this approach to be feasible.
During Phase II it was deemed desirable to investigate alternate
methods of joining the legs of the tapes together in an attempt to
reduce the tolerance requirements or to further reduce the weight of
the structure. Various methods other than making use of the friction
between the layers of tape were studied (Figure 17).

4.1.2.1 Metal Inserts

There are two areas in the wire construction where an extrudable metal
insert could be included to either increase the coefficient of friction
or reduce the tolerance requirements in the fabrication of the wire.
The first of these areas is between the channel and the I-beam legs
at the contact surfaces, and the second area is between the adjacent
legs of the channel wire. The first method was determined to be
unsatisfactory since during pressurization the loads on the insert
would increase resulting in additional extrusion. This would result
in reducing the precompression in the channel legs, thereby allowing
bending to occur in the channel which increases the stress. In
addition, when the pressure is released the layers would be loose,
which could result in unwrapping.

The second method was to insert the soft metal shim between the butted
legs of the channel. With the use of a shim in the first layer of
channel the application of the I-beam over the channel legs would
result in extrusion of the soft metal shim. A tangential force would
have to be applied to the winding adjacent to the engaged channel
tape in order to butt it to prevent interference during application
of the next winding of the I-beam. This would also continually reduce
the helix causing an increase in diameter resulting in a tapered
vessel. Another approach to eliminating this build-up of tolerance
would be to wrap all layers at the same time. This would be a very
difficult fabrication technique. The use of the insert did look
promising for applying the second layer of channel (the outer layer),
and for this reason the method was included in the structural testing
of the ten times size structural rig.
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4.1.2.2 Adhesive BondinZ

The adhesives appeared to have the same disadvantages as the soft
metal inserts between the channel and I-beam mating surfaces. The
relatively low elastic modulus of adhesives would relieve the pre-
compression load in the channels and I-beam legs which would result
in excessive bending and failure of the channel flanges. If the
design were modified to reduce or eliminate the legs and increase the
contact surfaces in the axial direction, the adhesives did show
promise. The optimum design using this method would be layers of
strip with spaces in between the winds. The major problem of this
method of fabrication would be in the attachment to the adapters.

4.1.2.3 Brazinp

Various braze materials for B120VCA titanium were investigated. All
of the braze alloys which would have adequate strength required braza-
ing temperature well in excess of 750OF which is the aging tempera-
ture of the B120VCA titanium wire for obtaining high strength. Any
temperature in excess of this aging temperature results in over-aging
and loss in strength or recrystallization which will anneal the
material.
4.1.4 Weld in_

Two methods of welding were investigated; namely, high frequency
resistance welding, and ultrasonic welding.

The high frequency resistance welding would be used to weld the
channel legs together as they are assembled onto the mandrel. The
method appeared promising from the structural standpoint; however,
the welding of B120VCA titanium has not progressed to the point where
consistent crack free welds can be produced. In addition, this type
of welding has created a problem of delayed cracking due to strain
aging. For these reasons it was decided that high frequency resis-
tance welding would not be reliable urtil a new welding procedure had
been developed.

The ultrasonic method of welding appeared to be satisfactory for this
alloy of titanium because it did not require the excessive heat to fuse
the metal. Investigation of ultrasonically welding the butted faces
of the channels showed that steel sheet as thick as .040" had been
welded by ultrasonic methods. To date this method has not been applied
to beta titanium alloys. The development of an ultrasonic welding pro-
cedure for the B120VCA titanium material was beyond the scope of this
contract. It was decided to hold this method of fabrication as an
alternate in the anticipation of the expected advancements in the area
of ultrasonic welding.
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4.1.2.5 Differential Heating and Coolirr

Differential heating of the I-beam and channel was considered as a
method of assembly to replace the present hydraulic loading during
the wrapping operation. This method would reduce the tolerance re-
quirements of the wires, but could increase the preloads to the point
of plastically deforming the material. The procedure required heating
the I-beam when wrapping over the first layer of channel and then
cooling the third layer (channel) when wrapping it over the second
layer( I-beam) which would still have to be at the preheat tempera-
ture. The method of tooling for this procedure could not be resolved.
It was apparent that all three layers have to be wrapped simultaneous-
ly.

4.1.2.6 Explosive Forming

Explosive forming was investigated as a method of increasing the
tolerances on the wire and applying the preload in the legs of the
channel and I-bepm through the use of explosives. The three layers
would be wrapped loose and then explosively formed against an O.D.
mandrel. There were several problems which made this method im-
practical. When the collapsible mandrel would be removed from the
loosely wrapped assembly the layers would twist out of shape and
disengage. The basic principle of obtaining the high strength light-
weight structure was to provide voids between the I-beam winds.
These voids could not be filled in order to prevent the web of the
inner layer of channel from deforming into the void during the ex-
plosive forming operation. Filling the void with a fluid during the
explosive forming process would result in a lack of preload being
obtained on the inner layer.

4.2 Inspection TechniQues

During Phase I of the contract, various methods of inspection for the
wire shapes were investigated. These included measurement by means
of a comparator, projection by means of a metallograph, micrometer
measurement of the external dimensions, measurement of a calcium
sulphate molding and use of toolmakers microscopes and air gages.
The method that was most successful was the metallographic method.
This was accomplished by copper plating (non-adhering) the tape to
a thickness of approximately 0.005". The tape was then placed in a
special metallographic clamp, polished and photographed at 50 magni-
fications. The photographs were then measured. This method present-
ed two problems. The first problem was that it was very difficult to
cut and polish the tape without some distortion or rounding of the
edges on the inside surfaces. More important, however, was the
problem that every time the tape was to be measured it had to be cut.
This meant that only the beginning and the end of the tape could be
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4. Inspection Techniques (Continued)

inspected and that the deviation throughout the length of the fabri-
cated tape was unknown fcr the internal dimension.

The objective of Phase II was to obtain a continuous method of in-
spection. for the newly desigCned tape shape. Twelve vendors were
contacted which included the inspection areas of comparators, air
gages, blade edge microscopes, and electrical methods. Two sources
or methods of inspecting continuously were located.

An inspection with the use of air gages appeared to be satisfactory;
however, considerable skill would be required to operate the equip-
ment and to make any minor changes. In addition, a completely new
set of tooling would be required for any design, changes. The air
gage method was also found to be inadequate for measuring the angles.

The second method for continuous inspection was optical, using a
comparator and a special lighting source, The lighting source con-
sisted of a mercury arc lamp with filters and. a polarizing device to
provide parallel light beams

The tooling for continuously inspectinr the tape consists of a man-
drel with a groove to guide the wire. The mandrel is 6", in diameter
and includes adjusting devices to alin the wire so that the light
can strike the wire normal to the profile.

The inspection :evice includes a lens system for 62.- magnification
with glass comparcator charts giving minimum and maximum, dimensions
and anZles. The external dimensions of the wires are checked by
micrometer or electrical measuring devices.

The optical method selected has the advantage of being easily adapted
to an-r desi&n. cha.nges by the procurement of a new comparator chart.
Figure l6 shows the comqparator with the mercury arc lamp housing,
the power supply, and the comparator chart installed on. the viewingE
screen. The compar.-tor chart for the redesigned wire is shon in
Figure 44.

4.3 Fabricatiori of t 1e Redesif-ed. Deeper Groove Tape

Various methods of fabrlcation of wire were investigated during
Phase I. The Turks Feadn.3 m.rethod was selected as being the most
feasible for fabricating the two different tape shapes. The in-
vestigation and experimentation included establishing the size of
the starting wire, the spring-back of titanium, the number of passes
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4.3.1 Turks Heading (Continued)

through the Turks Head, and the design of the breakdown rollers.
Through the use of this process, wire was produced in sufficient
quantities to fabricate the sub-scale vessels.

During Phase II, various experiments were performed with the Turks
Head mill in an attempt to fabricate the new design tape to blueprint
tolerances. The Turks Head rolls were redesigned, based on the rolling
procedure developed during Phase I, to produce the deeper groove tape
design. The initial attempts to roll these forms revealed that the
inner corners of the legs did not fill, and that this condition was
more prevalent in the channel shape than in the I-beam shape. Succes-
sive examinations of the wire during the various stages of the rolling,
revealed that pulling down of the material during each successive
pass was responsible for the insufficient filling of the internal
shape (Figure 20). This pulling down of the metal reduces the amount
of material in the leg area so that there is insufficient material
remaining prior to the final pass to form the finished shape.

In an attempt to overcome this condition, a series of tests were run
in which the deep groove channel rollers were used to collect material
in the leg areas followed by using the old design shorter leg rolls
for the final pass. The results of this experiment show that by
collecting the metal prior to the final pass, the legs could be filled.
This procedure is shown in the second and third sketch of Figure 20.

Another approach to collecting the material prior to the final pass
is also shown in Figure 20. This method would leave material on the
outside of the leg so that during the final pass the legs would bend
or flow into the existing voids from where the material had been
pulled down during previous passes. Investigation of this method re-
vealed that the stiffness of the material is such that the flow would
not result in filling the void but go into increasing the length of
the tape.

Rolling experiments designed to produce deep groove tape revealed
that increasing the height of the tongue on the rolls resulted in
flowing of the edges of the tongue. It was apparent that the strength
of the roll material in this unsupported condition was insufficient
to form the newly designed tape. An additional set of rolls were
fabricated and heat treated to a higher strength level. Initial
attempts to fabricate wire using these rolls were performed on aluminum
wire which has a lower strength than titanium in order to prove the
fabrication sequence without damagirg the rolls. This series of
experiments showed that by collecting the material in the leg area
prior to the final pass, the required shape and dimensions could be
produced. However, the aluminum dio not offer sufficient resistance
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4.3.1 Turks Headij- (Continued)

to the rolling operation and the center of the groove wandered with
respect to the side dimensions. The experiments were repeated with
the use of annealed steel. The principle of the rolling operations
were again confirmed, The center groove again was not within blue-
print tolerance with respect to the side dimensions; however, it was
improved with respect to the experience with the aluminum material.
It was felt that this condition could be corrected with additional
tooling and rolling equipment since the major objective of filling
the corners of the shapes had been demonstrated.

Based on the aluminum and steel rolling experiments the starting size
of the rectangular titanium wire for fabricating the I-beam shape was
increased. in order to fill the corners. On the second pass the tongue
of the top and bottom rollers sheared off. It was established that
the heavy load on the roller tongue exceeded the tensile strength of
the increased hardness rollers. This condition was not prevalent with
the old design of wire shape because the tongue of the roller was only
.009" instead of the .018" for the redesign. This increased height
of the roller tongue reduced the side support. When the rollers were
heat treated to the strength of the original rolls, the material flow-
ed, rounding the edges of the tongue. With the increased hardness
rollers, the tensile strength of the material was exceeded and the
corners of the tongue sheared off. Due to these problems of excessive
loads on the rollers during the fabrication of titanium tape, it was
felt that the rolling procedure would have to be modified to provide
several breakdoin passes with shapes that are substantially different
from the fira] design in order to reduce the loads on the roller.

Various vendors were contacted to establish a source to fabricate the
newly designed tape. TTo vendors were selected to perform experimental
fabrication to establish the feasibility of producing the wire to the
required shape andt.within the required tolerances. The approaches
used were die drawing and rolling. In addition, the feasibility of
machining the shape and chemically milling the shape were also in-
vestigated under se-oarate programs,

4, 3.2 Die Drawing.Nqachinin and Chemica] Millin

The initial attempts to die draw the shape were performed on dies
fabricated during Phase I to the original desigrm dimensions. These
dies were used to establish the amount of die wvear, type of lubri-
cation, and the die dimensions vs. tape dimension. The results of
these investigations were negative in that an adequate lubricant could
not be found that would prevent pick-up on the carbide dies. Various
liquid lubricants, including moly-disulfide, graphite, and various solid
lubricants such as silver, copper, and colloidal suspensions were used.
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4.3.2 Die Drawing, Machining, and Chemical Milling2 (Continued)

The die life was found to be very poor and satisfactory lubricants
could not be found to prevent the dies from galling.

Another series of experiments were performed using the rolling process
up to the final reduction. The final reduction would be accomplished
through the use of a die to establish the necessary dimensions and
tolerances. The experimental rolling portion of this investigation con-
cluded that it was necessary to anneal the wire between passes. The
amount of cold work possible after the last pass could not be predicted
and further experiments would be required to establish the degree of
remaining cold work in the wire after final sizing by die drawing.
This degree of cold work was important since it would control the
maximum ultimate tensile strength of the wire. The die drawing portion
proved unsatisfactory even with the preformed shape being rolled in,
due to lack of die life from galling between the titanium and the dies.
Extensive experimental work with various lubricants was also performed
but did not result in a satisfactory solution to the problem.

Several other methods of fabricatirg the wire were also investigated.
The first was chemical milling. The approach was to roll the titanium
wire into a rectangular shape and then mask all of the wire except for
a strip along the top and bottom. The chemical etchant would then be
allowed to remove enough material to form the groove within .004" of
the finished size. The proper amount of excess material would be left
on the shoulders to provide the required prerolling shape to allow for
equal area reduction in the shoulders and in the groove during the
final pass on the Turks Head mill. With this method, only one pass
would be required after bhe groove was etched in. The results of this
investigation showed that a proprietary chemical milling etchant was
available for the all-Beta alloy. However, extensive development
problems and costs were anticipated in the masking and obtaining of
the required. tolerances on these relatively small shapes. In addition,
there would be very little cold work in the wire due to the one re-
duction pass on the Turks Head which would again result in very low
tensile strength in the final wire.

Machining of cold rolled rectangular titanium wire was also investi-
gated. A sample of the channel shape was fabricated by milling.
The material was found to machine satisfactorily without any notice-
able tool wear, after machining a 24 foot length of wire. It was,
however, established that the continuous milling method could not hold
the required + .0004" tolerance. It was concluded that a final grind-
ing operation-to establish the required dimensions would be required.
The requirement for 100 foot continuous lengths of tape for the sub-
scale vessels and up to 10,000 foot continuous lengths for full size
vessels would not be feasible by this method.
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4.3.3 Rollng

The development program to fabricate the tape shapes by rolling in-
cluded experiments using existing rolls which simulated the tape
shapes. These experiments showed that the feasibility of fabricating
the wire by this method was practical and that the required toler-
ances could be obtained through the use of approximately three re-
ductions. The vendor was willing to proceed with the fabrication
of wire on a fixed price basis; however, the order was not placed due
to insufficient time remaining on the present contract to complete
the order, and the results of the structural rigs testing which
dictated a further redesign.

4.4 Material Properties

4.4.1 Tensile Properties of Wire and Sheet

During Phase I of the program, low temperature tensile tests were
performed to establish the notch sensitivity characteristics at
temperatures varying from room temperature to minus 320OF (Figure 10).
The material used was .09 0 t heat treated sheet material. The notched-
to-unnotched tensile strength ratio ranged from .76 at room tempera-
ture to .34 at minus 3200F. Since the notch sensitivity character-
istics are important to the tape wrap design, it was decided to
continue the investigation using actual wire specimens at various
strength levels and at various stress concentrations.

The tests performed were run at room temperature with specimens
which simulated the actual wire. It can be seen in Figure 22 that
the notch ratio decreases appreciably as the ultimate tensile
strength increases. The smooth ultimate tensile strength is equal
to the notched ultimate tensile strength at approximately 170,000
psi, which is considerably lower than the strength of the fully cold
worked and aged tape. The specimens which produced the maximum
ultimate tensile strength were taken from finished rolled and aged
channel tape and they produced the lowest notched ultimate tensile
strength. The specimens which produced the lowest ultimate tensile
strength were obtained from rectangular tape which was only about
5% cold worked and they resulted in the highest notched ultimate
tensile strength. It is significant to note that the results show-
ed the same trend whether the notch concentration factor (Kt) used
was five or ten- The specimens with the notch concentration factor
(Kt) of 10 had a root radius of .002".

During the studies to establish the notch sensitivity at various
length levels, it was necessary to heat treat the specimens in vacuum.
As a result of the heat treatments, it was noticed that the strength
varied with the degree of vacuum used during the heat treat operation.
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4.4,1 Tensile Proerties of Wire ad Sheet (Continued)

A subsequent series of tests were performed keeping all the variables
constant except the degree of vacuum. The specimens were taken from
cold worked tape2and heat trea ted at 700°F in air and vacuum rang-
ing from 3 x 10- TORR to 10-0 TORE. It can be seen from Figure 23
that the ultimate tensile strength decreases as the vacuum increases.
Based on the data, it was concluded that the increase in ultimate
tensile strength was partially due to the absorbed gases such as
hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, It was also apparent that the re-
duction in tensile strength was accompanied by an increase in ductility
which is common to a precipitation strengthening mechanism. From
these results, it was concluded that the Titanium outgassed as a
result of the vacuum aging which presented a variable which would
require control to obtain the optimum combination of strength and
toughness during fabrication of tape.

4.4.2 Coefficient of Friction

The coefficient of static friction was initially established during
Phase I; however, subsequent testing of rigs and actual tapes indica-
ted that additional tests were required to insure that the design
assumptions were correct. The determination of the effect of variables
such as surface finish, load, oxidation and cold work was required to
insure that the design would perform satisfactorily.

A new friction rig was designed to establish the effect of these
variables (Figures 45 and 46). The rig consists of a top and bottom
clamp with grooves cut at right angles to each other. The short
specimens which are 2" long are inserted in the grooves. Two addi-
tional wire specimens 8" long are inserted at right angles to the two
specimens retained in the groove. The rig is assembled with the use
of two bolts and load indicating washers which are inserted under the
bolt heads to record the total clamping load on the specimens. The
load was applied with a tensile machine through the 8" long specimens.
The static coefficient of friction load was obtained by the load drop
indicator on the tensile machine.

The friction specimens were fabricated by cold rolling .123" diameter
B120 Titanium wire into a rectangular shape which measured .083" by
.140" The rectangular wires were than heat treated in a vacum for
25 hours at 7500F. The surface treatments for the wires included
vapor blasting, acid etching, and as-rolled surface to ascertain the
effect of the surface finish upon the coefficient of friction. The
wires were then installed in the rig and pulled in opposite directions
to establish the load to initiate slippage. The clamping force was
varied to determine the effect of the load on the coefficient of fric-
tion. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 18 for both heat
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4,4.2 Coefficient of Friction (Continued)

treated and non-heat treated wire.

4.4.2.1 Effect of Load

The results of the friction tests show a consistent trend toward
decrease in coefficient of friction as the clamping load increases.
This decrease is felt to be due to the fact that at the higher clamp-
ing loads, the effect of surface finish is reduced by crushing of the
asperities. At the low clamping loads, two sliding members will tend
to pick up at the asperities. It is significant to note that the
majority of the test points showed a coefficient of friction greater
than .213, which is the tangent of the design angle of 120. As
previously noted, the design interlock of these wires will only be
effective when the coefficient is greater than the tangent of the
angle of the interference fit.

4.4.2.2 Effect of Contamination

To establish the effect of surface oxidation and contamination on the
coefficient of friction, several of the specimens were heat treated in
a manner to provide slight surface oxidation to the specimens. These
specimens were tested and the comparative results can be seen in
Figure 18. When the long specimens were contaminated and run in com-
bination with shorter specimens which had not been contaminated, the
coefficient of friction dropped to .205. When all four specimens
were contaminated the coefficient of friction dropped to .113. From
these results it was apparent that any slight contamination, even to
a degree that is not apparent on the surface of the material, could
reduce the coefficient of friction to a value below the tangent of
the interference angle. These results explain the inability to inter-
lock apparently clean specimens,

4.4,2.3 Friction Weldi'

The analysis of the test results showed that there were two distinct
curves for the heat treated wire, both having approximately the same
slope. The one curve was for specimens that were found welded to-
gether upon disassembly of the rig (Figure 47). When the wires
slide evenly without welding together, they fall on the lower curve.
The cold welded specimens had extensive pick-up and galling, while
the oxidized specimens slipped evenly and showed no pick up or galling.
Further, the results showed that the specimens that were vapor blasted
and etched to produce a clean rough surface resulted in a higher
coefficient of friction,because in every case but one the specimens
welded together. In all three cases, where the non-heat treated
wires were used, the specimens welded together and produced a high
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4.4.2.3 Friction Welding (Continued)

coefficient of friction as compared to the wires that were heat treat-
ed and did not weld together.

it can be conciuded from these results that with the existing design,
the interlock should be achieved if the interference angle is held
to the desired tolerances, and that necessary precautions are taken
to avoid any oxidation or contamination during the heat treat, vapor
blasting, and wrapping of the vessel.

4.5 Structural Testing of the Designs

4,5-1 Interference Ri

An interference rig was designed and fabricated to evaluate the effect
of variances in interference. The purpose of the tests were to de-
termine the parameters which effect the stresses in the tape. Schem-
atically shown in Figure 48 is a free body diagram of the channel
subjected to the loads resulting from the interference fit. It may
be seen from the schematic that the interference fit tends to clamp
the channel flanges and prevent rotation during axial loading
(pressurization). The design of the rig used to evaluate these stress-
es is shown in Figure 49. A cutaway view of the rig with the load
cell washers installed is shown in Figure 19.

The channel sections of the rig were fabricated from B120VCA titanium
plate to ten times the size of the actual cross-sectional dimensions
of the wire. The clamping plates which simulate the I-beam were also
fabricated from B120VCA. The plates are bolted together to produce
the interference fit under varying load with the channel section. The
hoop restraint which is present in an actual vessel was simulated by
transverse clamping which could be varied to simulate the internal
pressure effects. A small load cell washer was installed under each
of the bolt heads which clamped the rig together. The washers per-
mitted the reading of the clamping loads directly instead of depending
on a calculated conversion on equivalent torque.

The instrumentation of the channel sections consisted of strain gages
in the areas where bending would occur. The effect of varyin:g the
longitudinal clamping loads or the transverse clamping load would be
evidenced by the strain gage readings as to the effect of these
various loads on the restraint of the bending of the channel. If the
longitudinal clamping load was insufficient, the two specimens would
separate and bending would occur. This would simulate the inter-
ference fit between layers. The load cell washers were also monitor-
ed continuously during the test to detect any physical shifting of the
specimens which would manifest itself as an increase or decrease in
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4.5. 1 Interferc (Continued)

the values indicated by the load cells.

The initial test on the rig was run with a 2,360 lb. longitudinal
clamping load (simulating interference) and 81 lbs. transverse clamp-
ing load (simulating hoop restraint).

The load on the simulated channels was slowly increased to 2,000 lbs.
At this point, it was observed that the transverse clamping load on
each of the bolts had increased from 81 lbs. to 290 lbs. This in-
crease indicated that the specimens were not interlocked and were
riding out as a result of the application of axial load. To confirm
the lack of interlock, the transverse bolts were removed and the clamp-
ing load was applied. This experiment again resulted in riding out of
the channel specimens. The channel specimens were again installed and
clamped in place while a 200 lb. load was applied to the clamping bolt.
Upon removal of the transverse clamp the specimens again were ob-
served to ride out, The test was repeated with a 2500 lb. transverse
clamping load and upon release the specimens again rode out.

After repeating the above test several times, the contact surfaces
showed signs of pick-up and galling, and the specimens no longer
rode out. The specimens were inspected to insure that the radii
of the specimens had not interfered and that the specimens were
sliding only on flat surfaces.

Since it was impossible to get the specimens to friction lock until
the total surfaces became galled, the tests indicated that the co-
efficient of static friction of these Titanium parts must be less
than the assumed design values. The measured angles of the specimens
were 120. Since the design analysis showed that the interlock should
be effective when the tangent of the angle is less than the coefficient
of friction, and the tangent of the 120 angle is .213, this indicates
that the coefficient of friction must have been less than this value.
Visual examination of the pieces showed no evidence of contamination.

The analysis of the results of the interference rig testing in com-
bination with the results of the effect of surface finish and con-
tamination on the coefficient of friction indicated that slight
surface contamination in combination with annealed smooth surface
material were responsible for the lack of interlock on the rigs.
Due to the damaged condition of the contact surfaces, i.e., galling,
no reworks could be performed to increase the coefficient of friction.
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4.5.2 Structural RI

One of the basic considerations in the design of the tape wrap motor
case is the effect of the interference fit on the strength of the
tape interlock, prior to and after the application of the axial load.
The maximum interference is determined by the allowable elongation of
the material, whereas the minimum is determined by the design.

When a tensile load is applied to a tape interlock assembled with a
predetermined press-fit, the transfer of load across the joint from
the channel web to the adjacent web has been assumed to be accomplish-
ed by the relief of precompression at the butted faces of the channel
legs. If a sufficiently large compression exists in the butted
channel legs, there will not be a bending moment at the intersection
of the legs and. web. A ten-times size model was designed to experi-
mentally prove the above basic concept, and to evaluate the effects
of alternate designs and several interference fits on the strength
of the interlock. The design of the test rig is shown in Figure 50.

4.5,2.1 Pre-stress and Pre-strain

When the channel and the I-beam wires are loaded in the elastic region,
a direct relationship between the strains in the channel legs and the
I-beam web can be established by using the compatibility of the
original gage-point width of the combined channel legs and the gage-
point separation of the I-beam legs. The resulting equations are:

.2Ach (lch -I ) E (22)
21iAch + Ich A I

and C-ch AI (Ich - 1I ) E (23)

21IAch + lch Al

f-= tensile stresses in the web (psi)

E = Young's modulus of elasticity (15 x 106 psi
for Ti)

and subscripts ch and I refer to the channel and I-beam, respectively.

The relationship between the interference fit and the pre-strain in
the I-beam web is given in Figure 51, for titanium with a 0.2% yield
strength of 180,000 psi and 250,000 psi. Based on the 180,000 psi
yield strength, the theoretical strain in the I-beam web having in-
terference fits of 0.012 in. and 0.080 in. are, respectively, 1.5%
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4.5.2.1 Pre-stress and Pre-strain (Continued)

and 15.5; .

4.5.2.2 Behavior of Tae Tzek Under Load

When tensile load is applied to the interlock, the precompression in
the channel legs is gradually relieved so as to maintain the equili-
brium of the channel. If the interlock fails, one of the following
conditions must occur:

1. The applied loads have stressed the channel web beyond the yield
strength of the material.

2, The applied loads have completely relieved the precompression at
the back of the channel legs so as to cause bending of the
channel at the intersection of the web and the leg, thus disen-
gaging the joint or failing the channel.

3, After the relief of the precompression, the applied load intro-
duces a very high tensile stress in the I-beam web due to the
"wedge" effect, which together with the stress-raising effect of
the fillet radius, ruptures the web section of the I-beam.

4, The combined pre-strain and the additional strain induced in the
I-beam web as the result of the axial load exceeds the elongation
of the material.

5. The frictional forces resisting the disengagement of the channels
from the I-beam have been inadequate to hold the assembly together.

When the assembly acts under idealized conditions and fails by yield-
in- in the c1nna: l web under sinple tension, the test rig will have a
theoretical i-iax Iutut load crpacity as shownm in Pigures 52.

S23 Structuralst Procedure

The structure ri,- is a ten times size rig which was desigaed to
evaluiate the maxinu alloJable interference fit and alternate designs.
The bluerint of this ri can be ,c n U2 P:li re 50. The details that
simulate theI-b.". and clhalnel shapes were rough machined from7 20V:' . tit-tnlu !m nla' heat- tr,-t to "L,: ,O
....... ..... . ....... . t h.. ea. 0eted to 0 000 psi yield strength
a-ncl thoen-, f'nlal me. chined. PBoth 90 and! 12° i.,.,erf ace angles were fabri-
catd t atoe " ce best '-:,'-,-.l e to use in the fiish-
ed .*ire Pi re 24 is a ,_oi,ocr,,, of the rig, loosely assembled,
and Pigure 53 is an expjlode" viwci of the titniu n parts.
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4,5,2.3 Structural Rig - (LS 28719) Test Procedure (Continued)

The details were stress coated to evaluate the distribution of stress-
es during assembly of the pieces. In determining the magnitude and
distribution of stresses by the photo-stress technique, the end faces
of the I-beam and channels were coated with a plastic sheet. As
the load was applied to assemble the rig, the stresses developed in
the details produced a corresponding stress pattern in the plastic
which was visible when viewed through a polarized screen. The stress
patterns showed up as color fringes, and by knowing the type and
thickiess of the plastic used, the magnitude of the stresses was com-
puted by counting the number of fringes.

4.5.2.3.1 Rig No. 1

The first rig that was tested had 120 interface angles and an inter-
ference fit of .012" which corresponds to .0012" interference fit in
the actual wire size.

Figure 54 shows the method of assembly. Step 1 of the assembly was
accomplished successfully at a load (P) of 13,750 lbs. Figure 55
is a photograph of the assembled rig showing the photo-stress pattern.
Figure 56 illustrates the stress conditions in the I-beam as deter-
mined from photo-stress evaluation following Step 1 of the assembly.
The displacement of the neutral axis as evidenced by the stress
evaluation shows considerable bending of the I-beam during this step
of the assembly.

Durihg Step 2 of the assembly, the I-beam failed at a load (P) of
11,000 lbs. Figures 25 and 57 are photos of the failure. Stress
conditions at the time of failure were not obtained.

Due to the brittle nature of the I-beam failure, it was decided to
anneal a geometrically similar test rig and repeat the assembly.

4-5.3,2 Rig No. 2

The channels and I-beam were annealed in an argon atmosphere at 14250F
for one hour The hardhness was reduced from Rockwell "C" 4D to
Rockwell "C" 32.

This rig was successfully assembled as shovnm in Figure 58. All four
channels were pressed in simultaneously to eliminate the excessive
bendiing of the I-beam during two step assembly in an attempt to force
the I-beam to elongate evenly. Following the assembly, strain gages
were installed to measure any bending of the channels that might
occur during the test. If either the precompression of the channel
legs is relieved or the coefficient of friction is less than the
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4.5. 32 Rio" No. 2 (Continued)

tangent of the interface angle, the channels will back out and the
strain gages will show bending. The rig was loaded in tension in
5000 lb. increments to 30,000 lbs. when the interlock failed due to
bending of the channels which caused one channel leg to disengage as
shown in Figure 26. Examination of the strain gage data taken during
the test (Figure 59) indicated that bending of the channels started
at very low loads and continued until failure of the interlock.
Upon inspection of the rig after failure, it was discovered that the
interface angle surfaces had distorted during assembly. With the
annealed titanium, the material flowed when the two surfaces came in
contact instead of sliding on one another. This indicated that as
the channels were forced into the I-beam, the interface angle sur-
faces experienced surface deformation instead of elongating the
I-beam. This resulted in very little precompression between the
channel legs and the chc-mmnels started to ride out as soon as the
tensile load was introduced to the rig.

It was concluded that the lowering of the tensile strength to improve
the ductility and notch sensitivity, resulted in lowering the com-
pressive yield strength below the design requirement. The improve-
ment in ductility and notch sensitivity cannot be obtained by fully
anneali.ng, and additional tests of rigs in this condition were dis-
continued.

4.5.2 3, 3 Ri No.- 3

Rig NTo 3, a duplicate of Rig No. 1, was instrumented with both photo-
stress plastic and strain gages. This rig was successfully assembled
by again pressi-n in all four channels simultaneously with a load of
24,000 lbs. The photo-stress pattern at the completion of assembly
is shownm in Figure 60. Figure 61 indicates the approximate magnitude
of the stresses in the I-beam and channels after assembly. The
compressive stress between the channels was calculated as 44,000 psi.
It can be seen in Figure 61, that the photo-stress does now show any
stress pattern in the channels. This is due to the fact that the
plastic is cut back slightly at the edge to be sure there is no con-
tact of plastic during assembly. Figure 61 does show 120,000 psi
stress in the corners of the I-beam after the details were pressed
together. These stress values indicate that there is high stress
concentrations in the radii, an. that the I-beam does not elongate
LuiformJ.y as was assuneed for the original stress analysis. When the
tensile load was applied to the assembly, the I-beam broke at 16,200
lbs., which was far below the expected value. Figure 62 shows the
strain gage data and again there is evidence of bending in both
channels. The failure of the I-beam was identical to Rig No. 1,
which can be seen in Figures 25 and 57.
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4 5.2.3 4 Rig 'To. 4

Test Rig No. 4 consisted of a 90 interface angle with a .012" inter-
ference fit. All four channels were pressed in simultaneously and
the I-beam broke at a load (P) of 40,000 lbs. The photo-stress
showed at least 150,000 psi at all four radii of the I-beam.

4.5.2.3.5 Rig No. 5

Test Rig No. 5 had a 120 interface angle with a .040" interference
fit. All four elements were again pressed in simultaneously and the
I-beam broke at a load (P) of 37,000 lbs. The photo-stress pattern
was almost identical to Rig No. 4, showing approximately 150,000 psi
stress at the radii of the I-beam.

4.5.2.3.6 Ria No. 6

In an attempt to determine the effect of non-uniform precompression,
Rig No. 6 consisted of a reworked 90 interface angle with .012" in-
terference fit. The rework consisted of relieving the end face sur-
faces of the channels that butt together. This means that as the
channels are forced into the I-beam, only .093" at the tips of the
legs of the normal .340" surface is touching. This rework can be
seen in Figure 63. The three layers were pressed together with a
load (P) of 45,000 lbso The tensile load was applied to the rig and
the I-beam broke at 7600 lbs. The strain gage data is shown in
Figure 64, and it again shows evidence of bending before failure. It
was confirmed that the relief on the ends of the channel, which simu-
lated non-uniform compression, put a moment on the I-beam and caused
premature failure,

4 5 2-3,7 Rig No, 7

Test Rig No, 7 utilized a 90 interface angle and .012" interference
fit with a .040" brass shim. The brass shim was installed to equal-
ize the precompression load between the channel legs. The rig was
assembled with a load (P) of 45,000 lbs. The rig was then installed
into the tensile machine and pulled. At 21,000 lbs, two of the
channel legs broke. The strain gage data can be seen in Figure 65
and the failure photo is Figure 66.

4.5.2.3.8 Rig No. 8

Test Rig No. 9 was similar to Rig No. 7 except it had 120 interface
angle and a .012" interference fit with a .040" brass shim. The rig
was assembled with a load (P) of 37,000 lbs. and failed at the exact
same tensile load of 21,000 lbs. The strain gage data can be seen in
Figure 67.
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4.5.2.4 AnalysIs of Test Rig Results

Table 2 shows a summary of the rig tests. The results in Table 2
indicate that the tensile loads at the time of the failure of the
rigs fall far short of the theoretical full capacity of the rig as
given in Figure 52. For the heat treated specimens (180,000 psi yield),
only 25% of the rig capacity was obtained. At best, a 50% capacity
was obtained with the annealed material (130,000 psi yield) in Rig
No. 2. These tests reveal, therefore, the importance of the follow-
ing effects on the actual strength of the rigs:

(1) The magnitude and the distribution of the precompressive
stresses at the butted channel legs prior to and after
the application of the axial load,

(2) The ductility and strength of the material.

4,5.2 4,1 Precompressive Sj reses

One of the factors that caused the decrease in the capacity of the
test rigs is the inability of the rig to achieve the theoretical pre-
compression based on a predetermined interference fit. From equations
(22) and (23), for an interference fit of 0.012 in., the computed
tensile stress in the I-beam and the precompression in the butted
channels are 195,000 psi and 127,000 psi, respectively. A photo
stress study of Test Rig No, 3 indicated corresponding stresses of
90,000 psi and 44,000 psi. The loss in the precompression is due in
part to the distortion of the channel and I-beam interface during
assembly and to the insufficient depth and rigidity of the mating
flanges.

The free-body diagram of a channel under an assumed uniform precom-
pression is shown in Figure 68 (a), When there is no load (Pl = 0),
P2 is equal to P. As P is gradually increased, the precompression
(P2 ) is relieved such tat at the back of the channel, the total load
becomes P2 - P1. Under this loading condition, the basic equilibrium
condition does not change, or (P2 - P1) + P1 = P.

The relief of the precompression consists of two parts, a uniform
stress reduction (P1) and a triangular flexural stress reduction
(m = 6PldlA( 6-d Figure 68 (b) shows graphically the stress distributions.

When P1 + M at point a (Figure 68) in the channel is equal to the
-K st

precompression stresses P2, the butted channel begins to lose pre-
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4.5.2.4.1 Precompression. Stresses (Continued)

com ression and point a of the two channels tends to separate (Figure
72c). At this stage, The channels may be assumed to bear against
each other at point b, causing a "wedging" effect and introducing a
relatively large load P' on the I-beam.

Based on the method described, Test Rig No. 3 was stress analyzed.
The precompression at the back of the channels is taken as 44,000 psi
per photo stress analysis. The results are as follows:

For separation at point (a); Pl' = 5,260 lbs.

P = 21,000 lbs.

For wedging action; P]' = 2,800 lbs.

P' = 5,250 lbs.

When the rig failed at 2 (P1 + P1') = 16,120 lbs., the tensile force
in the I-beam = 2 (P + P') or = 52,500 lbs. The tensile strength of
the I-beam is equal to 180,000 psi x 0.465 in.2 = 83,500 lbs. Since
the tensile force in the test rig is less than the allowable tensile
strength, the failure of the I-beam at the intersection of the web
and the leg is due, in part, to the stress-raising effect of the
sharp fillet radius at the intersection. A detailed discussion of
this effect will be presented in the next section.

Test Rig No. 6 was reworked to provide the maximum non-uniform stress
distribution at the butted channel by relieving a portion of the con-
tact surface The detrimental effect of this non-uniform stress con-
dition was confirmed by the rig, as evidenced by the failure at
7,200 pounds axial load., Test Rigs Nos. 7 and 8 included brass shims
between the butted channel faces to more uniformly distribute the
load and to evaluate the alternate design, mentioned previously,
which uses a soft metal insert.

The failure of Test Rigs Nos. 7 and 8 at the intersection of the web
and leg may be explained as follows: The 0.040" brass shim, which
is relatively soft as compared to the heat treated titanium causes a
decrease in precompression so that the wedging effect shown in
Figure 68 (c) took place shortly after the applied load was increased.
As the point (b) in the channel is displaced outward, a large bending
moment is introduced at the web section of the channel. This moment
is increased further due to stress-raising of the fillet radius.
Since the channel web thickness (0.155 in.) is only half of the I-beam
web thickness, and since the bending stress varies inversely as the
square of the thickness, the channel web failed in flexure. It must
be noted that had the material been more ductile, the high bending
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4.5.2.4.1 Precompression Stresses (Continued)

stress would be redistributed by yielding, and a much higher axial
load would have been achieved prior to failure, such as occurred with
Rig No. 2, which was annealed.

The outward displacement of point (b) in the channel, as previously
described, was visually observed during the test.

4.5.2.4.2 Ductility of Material

As previously described, the failure of the I-beam in Test Rig No. 3
was attributed to, in part by, the stress-raising effect of the radius.
In order for the rig to fail, the stress concentration factor (SCF)
should be equal or greater than 8 = 1.6. Figure 69 shows a

52,500
theoretical SCF vs. fillet radius curve for a T-head which is similar
to the I-beam used in the rig. For a fillet radius of 0.015 - 0.020
in. as used in the rig (Figure 70), the theoretical SCF ranges from
5.5 to 6.6. It is, therefore, very likely that the actual SCF in the
I-beam was greater than the 1.6 required to fail the member. This
belief is further reinforced by the fact that for a similar rig (Test
Rig No. 2) with annealed material having a strength in the I-beam
approximately 72' of that of the heat treated Rio No 3, the tensile
load was 30,000 lbs. which is greater than the 16,200 lbs. obtained
in Test Rig No. 3.

From Figaire 73, the theoretical SCF may be reduced from 5.5 to 3.0,
if the fillet radius is increased from 0.015 in, to approximately
0 050 in. It is also of interest to note that the effect of in-
creasing the H ratio from 1.27 to 3,0 will not reduce the SCF appre-

7
ciably Therefore, the cross-section of the I-beam web in the present
design appears adequate.

The failure of the Test Rig No. 4 during assembly, using a 0.040 in.
interference fit, is due to the lack of the ductility of the material
to relieve the stress concentration. As indicated in Figure 51, a
0.040 interference fit would recuire a material having an allowable
strain of 6.7%. Obviously, for the present rigs, the heat treated
Titanium material has a ductility much less than this value; however,
the annealed material, which has the ductility, does not have suf-
ficient compressive strength to withstand the assembly loads. Based
on this, the maximu usable strength of the material would be between
the two strength levels.
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4.5.2.4.3 Conclusions from Rig Tests

The following conclusions may be drawn from the experimental results
of the test rigs:

(1) The introduction of a brass shim between the channels
reduces the precompression and does not eliminate the
high bending stress in the web section of the channel.

(2) The efficiency of the tape-lock using the principle
of interference fit is dependent largely on the
ductility of the material.

(3) The precompression at the butted faces of the channels
in the present design, using a 0.012" interference fit,
is not sufficiently large to relieve the theoretical
maximum tensile force. The remedies for this deficiency
are (a) increasing the interference fit and (b) increasing
the depth and rigidity of the channel flanges. Case (a)
will require an increase in the ductility of the material
and case (b) will increase the weight of the overall de-
sign,

(4) The low ductility of the fully heat treated material in-
troduces high stress concentrations at the fillet radii
of the I-beam and channels causing failures of the members
both during assembly (0.040" interference fit) and under
increasing load. Increase in ductility of material is re-
quired. Otherwise, the thickness of the I-shank and fillet
radii of the I-beam and the channel should be increased.

Assuming that the ductility of the heat treated titanium cannot be
satisfactorily increased without resulting in compressive yielding,
a proposed wire design that will meet the above requirements and in-
crease the capacity of the unit is shown in Figure 27. A comparison
of weights between the titanium tape-wrapped motor using this revised
design and the monolithic motor using high-strength steels such as the
Ladish D6 and 18% nickel is shown in Figure 71. The weight savings
for the 250,000 psi Ti motor casings are 26,5 and 9.4,%, respectively,
over the D6 and 18% Ni designs. However, for 180,000 psi titanium
material, there is no weight advantage in the tape-wrapped motor de-
sign, Redesigning for the use of high strength steel materials would
make the fabrication problem even more difficult as a result of
smaller size tape and closer tolerances due to the higher modulus of
elasticity.
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SCHEMATIC VIEW OF INTERLOCKED WIRE
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TURKS HEAD CHANNEL ROLLER DESIGN
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Wire Wrap Interference Test Rig No. 2 Failure of Interlock
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Interference Test Rig No. 1 - Photo-Stress Pattern
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Interference Rig No. 1 Failure of I-Beam
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Wire Wrap Interference Test Rig No. 2 Assembled
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TABLE 1

Change in Tape Dimensions Due to
Curvature of 6 Inch Diameter Vessel

Detail 'Ad- (in) A k (in)

Phase 1 Channel +3.05 x 10 - 4  -0.25 x 10 - 4

Phase 1 I-beam +0.49 x l0 - 4  +0.61 x lo -

Phase 2 Charnel +3.60 x 10 - 4  -0.34 x l0-

Phase 2 I-beam +0.45 x 10-4 +0.94 x l0 - 4
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